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a b s t r a c t
Given a set of robotswith arbitrary initial location and no agreement on a global coordinate
system, convergence requires that all robots asymptotically approach the exact same,
but unknown beforehand, location. Robots are oblivious – they do not recall the past
computations – and are allowed to move in a one-dimensional space. Additionally, robots
cannot communicate directly, instead they obtain system related information only via
visual sensors.
Even though convergence and the classical distributed approximate agreement problem
(that requires correct processes to decide, for some constant , values distance  apart
and within the range of initial proposed values) are similar, we provide evidence that
solving convergence in robot networks requires specific assumptions about synchrony and
Byzantine resilience.
In more detail, we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of
mobile robots despite a subset of them being Byzantine (i.e. they can exhibit arbitrary
behavior). Additionally, we propose two deterministic convergence algorithms for robot
networks and analyze their correctness and complexity in various atomicity and synchrony
settings. The first algorithm tolerates f Byzantine robots for (2f + 1)-sized robot networks
in fully synchronous ATOM networks, while the second proposed algorithm tolerates f
Byzantine robots for (3f + 1)-sized robot networks in non-atomic CORDA networks. The
resilience of these two algorithms is proved to be optimal.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The execution of complex tasks in hostile environments (e.g. oceans or planets exploration, decontamination of
radioactive areas, human search and rescue operations) makes necessary the use of robots as an alternative to human
intervention.
So far, robots have been studiedmainly through the prismof engineering [15] or artificial intelligence [11],with success in
the case of single powerful robots [12]. However,many of the envisioned new tasks cannot or should not (for cost reasons) be
achieved by a unique robot, hinting at low cost swarms of cheap mobile robots executing coordinated tasks in a distributed
manner. The study of autonomous swarms of robots is also a challenging area for distributed computing, as networks of
robots raise a variety of problems related to distributed control and coordination.
In order to capture the difficulty of distributed coordination in robot network two main computational models are
proposed in the literature: the ATOM [17] and CORDA [13] models. In both models robots are considered identical and
indistinguishable, memoryless and can see each other via visual sensors and operate in Look-Compute-Move cycles. Robots,
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when activated, observe the location of the other robots in the system, compute a new location and move accordingly. The
main difference between the two models comes from the granularity of the execution of this cycle. In the ATOM model,
robots executing concurrently are in phase while in CORDA they are independent (i.e. a robot can execute the Look phase
for example while another robot performs its Move phase).
Gathering and convergence are two related fundamental tasks in robot networks. Gathering requires robots to reach a
single point within finite time regardless of their initial positions while convergence only requires robots to get close to a
single point. More specifically, there exists a point c such that for any  > 0, there exists a time t from which all correct
robots are within distance of at most  of c . Gathering and convergence can serve as the basis of many other protocols, such
as constructing a common coordinate system or arranging themselves in a specific geometrical pattern.
Related works. Since the pioneering work of Suzuki and Yamashita [17], gathering and convergence have been addressed in
fault-free systems for a broad class of settings. Prencipe [14] studied the problem of gathering in both ATOM and CORDA
models, and showed that the problem is intractable without additional assumptions such as being able to detect the
multiplicity of a location (i.e., knowing the number of robots that may simultaneously occupy that location). Flocchini
et al. [10] proposed a gathering solution for oblivious robots with limited visibility in CORDA model, where robots share
the knowledge of a common direction given by a compass. The subsequent work by Souissi et al. [16] consider a system in
which compasses are not necessarily consistent initially. Ando et al. [2] propose a gathering algorithm for the ATOMmodel
with limited visibility.
The case of fault-prone robot networks was recently tackled by several academic studies. Cohen and Peleg [7] study the
problem when robots observations and movements are subject to errors. Fault tolerant gathering is addressed in [1] where
the authors study a gathering protocol that tolerates one crash (i.e. one robot may stop moving forever), and they also
provide an algorithm for the ATOM model with fully synchronous scheduling that tolerates up to f Byzantine faults (i.e. f
robots may exhibit arbitrary behavior), when the number of robots is (strictly) greater than 3f . In [8] the authors study the
feasibility of gathering in crash-prone and Byzantine-prone environments and propose probabilistic solutions altogether
with detailed analysis relating scheduling and problem solvability.
The specification of convergence being less stringent than that of gathering, it is worth investigating whether this
leads to better fault and Byzantine tolerance. In [2] the authors address convergence with limited visibility in fault-free
environments. Convergence with inaccurate sensors and movements is addressed in [7]. Fault-tolerant convergence was
first addressed in [5,6], where algorithms based on the convergence to the center of gravity of the system are presented.
Those algorithms work in the ATOM [5] and CORDA [6] models and tolerate up to f (n > f ) crash faults, where n is the
number of robots in the system. To our knowledge, none of the aforementioned works on convergence addresses the case
of Byzantine faults.
Our contributions. In this paper we focus on the feasibility of deterministic solutions for convergence in robots networks
that are prone to Byzantine faults and move in a uni-dimensional space. Our contribution is twofold:
1. We prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of mobile robots despite a subset of them being
Byzantine (i.e. that can exhibit arbitrary behavior), when those robots can move in a uni-dimensional space.
2. We propose two deterministic convergence algorithms for robot networks and analyze their correctness and complexity
in various synchrony settings. The first algorithm tolerates f Byzantine robots for (2f + 1)-sized robot networks in fully
synchronous ATOM networks, while the second proposed algorithm tolerates f Byzantine robots for (3f +1)-sized robot
networks in non-atomic CORDA networks. The resilience of these two algorithms is proved to be optimal.
Outline. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our model and robot network assumptions,
Section 3 provides some formal definitions and technical lemmas that will be further used in proving our impossibility
results and upper bounds on the number of faulty robots in Section 4. Necessary and sufficient conditions to achieve
convergence are given in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 describe our protocols and their complexity, while concluding remarks
are presented in Section 8.
2. Model and problem definition
Most of the notions presented in this section are borrowed from [17,13,1]. We consider a network that consists of a
finite set of robots arbitrarily deployed in a uni-dimensional space. The robots are devices with sensing, computing and
moving capabilities. They can observe (sense) the positions of other robots in the space and based on these observations,
they perform some local computations that can drive them to other locations.
In the context of this paper, the robots are anonymous, in the sense that they cannot be distinguished using their
appearance, and they do not have any kind of identifiers that can be used during the computation. In addition, there is no
direct mean of communication between them. Hence, the only way for robots to acquire information is by observing their
positions. Robots have unlimited visibility, i.e. they are able to sense the entire set of robots. Robotsmay also be equippedwith
multiplicity sensors whichmay beweak (referred to as ?M) or strong (referred to as♦M). ?M is able to detect whether there
is one ormore robots that are located in some positionwhile♦M provides robotswith the ability to detect the exact number
of robots that may simultaneously occupy the same location. Unless stated otherwise, we make no specific assumption
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regarding the initial configurations of robots which may contain many multiplicity points (i.e. points with multiple robots).
We assume that the robots cannot remember any previous observation nor computation performed in any previous step.
Such robots are said to be oblivious (ormemoryless).
A protocol is a collection of n programs, one operating on each robot. The program of a robot consists in executing
Look-Compute-Move cycles infinitely many times. That is, the robot first observes its environment (Look phase). An
observation returns a snapshot of the positions of all robots within the visibility range. In our case, this observation returns
a snapshot (also called configuration hereafter) of the positions of all robots denoted with P(t) = {P1(t), . . . , Pn(t)}. The
positions of correct robots are referred as U(t) = {U1(t), . . . ,Um(t)} where m denotes the number of correct robots. Note
that U(t) ⊆ P(t). The observed positions are relative to the observing robot, that is, they use the coordinate system of the
observing robot. We denote by P i(t) = {P i1(t), . . . , P in(t)} the configuration P(t) given in terms of the coordinate system of
robot i (U i(t) is defined similarly). Based on its observation, a robot then decides — according to its program — to move or
stay idle (Compute phase). When a robot decides a move, it moves to its destination during the Move phase. An execution
e = (c0, . . . , ct , . . .) of the system is an infinite sequence of configurations,where c0 is the initial configuration of the system,
and every transition ci → ci+1 is associated to the execution of a subset of the previously defined actions.
A scheduler is a predicate on computations, that is, a scheduler defines a set of admissible computations, such that every
computation in this set satisfies the scheduler predicate. A scheduler can be seen as an entity that is external to the system
and selects robots for execution. As more power is given to the scheduler for robot scheduling, more different executions
are possible and more difficult it becomes to design robot algorithms. In the remaining of the paper, we consider that the
scheduler is fair, that is, in any infinite execution, every robot is activated infinitely often. A scheduler is k-bounded if, between
any two activations of a particular robot, any other robot can be activated at most k times.
We now review the main differences between the ATOM [17] and CORDA [13] models. In the ATOMmodel, whenever a
robot is activated by the scheduler, it performs a full computation cycle. Thus, the execution of the system can be viewed
as an infinite sequence of rounds. In a round one or more robots are activated by the scheduler and perform a computation
cycle. The fully-synchronous ATOM model refers to the fact that the scheduler activates all robots in each round, while the
semi-synchronous ATOM model indicates that the scheduler may activate only a subset of the robots. In the CORDA model,
robots may be interrupted by the scheduler after performing only a portion of a computation cycle. In particular, actions
(look, compute, move) of different robots may be interleaved. For example, a robot amay perform a look phase, then a robot
b performs a look-compute-move complete action, then a computes andmoves based on its previous observation (that does
not correspond to the current configuration anymore). As a result, the set of executions that are possible in the CORDAmodel
are a strict superset of those that are possible in the ATOMmodel. So, an impossibility result that holds in the ATOMmodel
also holds in the CORDA model, while an algorithm that performs in the CORDA model is also correct in the ATOM model.
Note that the converse is not necessarily true.
The faults we address in this paper are Byzantine faults. A Byzantine (or malicious) robot may behave in arbitrary and
unforeseeable way. In this model, a Byzantine robot cannot be ubiquitous, which is realistic for mobile robots. However,
the adversary (i.e. scheduler) can, by scheduling activations and controlling the actions of Byzantine robots, deceive correct
robots and "display" several different locations for a single Byzantine robot. In each cycle, the scheduler determines the
course of action of faulty robots and the distance to which each non-faulty robot will move in this cycle. However, a robot i
is guaranteed to be able to move a distance of at least δi towards its destination before it can be stopped by the scheduler.
Our convergence algorithm performs operations on multisets. A multiset or a bag S is a generalization of a set where an
element can have more than one occurrence. The number of occurrences of an element a is referred as its multiplicity and
is denoted by mul(a). The total number of elements of a multiset, including their repeated occurrences, is referred as the
cardinality and is denoted by |S|. min(S) (resp. max(S)) is the smallest (resp. largest) element of S. If S is non-empty, range(S)
denotes the set [min(S),max(S)] and diam(S) (diameter of S) denotes max(S)−min(S).
2.1. The convergence problem
Given an initial configuration of n autonomous mobile robots such that up to f of themmay be Byzantine (the number of
correct robots is denoted bym such thatm ≥ n− f ), the convergence problem requires that all correct robots asymptotically
approach the exact same, but unknown beforehand, location. In other words, for every initial configuration there exists a
point c such that for every  > 0, there exists a time t from which all correct robots are within distance of at most  of c
(and thus within distance of at most 2 of each other).
Definition 2.1 (Convergence Problem). A system ofm oblivious correct robots satisfies the convergence specification when
up to f < n of themare Byzantine if and only if for every initial configuration,∃c , a position in the space, such that∀ > 0, ∃t
such that ∀t > t , ∀i ≤ m, distance(Ui(t), c) < , where Ui(t) is the position of any correct robot i at time t expressed in the
same coordinate system as c , and where distance(a, b) denotes the Euclidean distance between two positions.
Definition 2.1 requires the convergence property only from the correct robots. Note that it is impossible to obtain the
convergence for all robots since Byzantine robots may exhibit arbitrary behavior and never join the position of correct
robots.
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3. Proof toolbox
In this section we propose a framework used further in deriving our lower bounds and proving our impossibility results.
First, we define and formalize the notion of equivalence between configurations under various multiplicity detection
capability assumptions. Then we prove some important technical results that will be used in proving the necessity of strong
multiplicity detection and the lower bounds of resilience in the next section.
3.1. Equivalence of configurations
In this subsection, we formalize the notion of equivalence between configurations. Informally speaking, two
configurations are equivalent if they are completely indistinguishable to individual robots. It follows that the exact definition
of this notion will depend on the assumptions on the system and on the capabilities of robots. For example, a configuration
of a single point located at position (+1) is different from that consisting of a single point located at position (0) if robots
have a global common coordinate system. However, both configurations are equivalent when, as we consider in this paper,
each robot has its own local coordinate system. In this case, any two configurations such that each one can be obtained from
the other by way of translation, symmetry or rotation are considered to be equivalent. This results from the absence of a
common coordinate system between robots. Thus the origin, the positive direction of the axis and the unit of distance may
be different from one robot to another and their algorithms can not exploit global coordinates or exact metric distances
between robots.
Similarly, a configuration consisting of a single robot is equivalent to that consisting of two robots co-located at the same
position only if these robots are devoid of any multiplicity detection. We observe that the weaker the capabilities of robots
and the assumptions of the system are, the larger the equivalence classes of configurations are. In the sequel, we define
three equivalence relations between configurations under themodel presented in the previous section while distinguishing
between three assumptions on the multiplicity detection capability of robots:
• The robots do not have any multiplicity detection capability. For ease of presentation, we say in this case that the robots
are endowed with a nullmultiplicity detector, denoted hereafter by ∅M .
• The robots are endowed with a weakmultiplicity detector denoted by ?M .
• The robots are endowed with a strong multiplicity detector denoted by♦M .
Definition 3.1 (Null Equivalence). Two configurations P and P ′ are said to be null equivalent, denoted P ∼
∅M
P ′, if their
respective set of points S and S ′ are such that: (1) ∃l > 0 such that |S| = |S ′| = l and there exists some real factor α such
that either: (2.1) ∀1 ≤ i < l, (Si+1 − Si) = α(S ′i+1 − S ′i ) or (2.2) ∀1 ≤ i < l, (Si+1 − Si) = α(S ′l−i+1 − S ′l−i).
This means that if P ∼
∅M
P ′ and robots do not have any multiplicity detectors, they behave the same in P and P ′ since they
cannot distinguish between these two configurations and they run the same deterministic algorithm.
To introduce the definitions of weak and strong equivalence, we need to define for a given configuration P(t) the
associated set of l points occupied by the n robots of P(t) (with l ≤ n). This set will be denoted by SP(t) or simply S(t)
when it can be easily understood from the context, formally:
S(t) = {Si(t), 1 ≤ i ≤ l | ∃j such that Pj(t) = Si(t)}.
Now we define on S(t) the multiplicity function Mul as follows:
Mul : S(t) −→ N+
Si(t) 7−→ |{Pj(t) | Pj(t) = Si(t)}|.
Definition 3.2 (Weak Equivalence). Two configurations P and P ′ are said to beweak equivalent, denoted P ∼
?M
P ′, if: (1) P ∼
∅M
P ′, and either (2.1) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ l, (Mul(Si) > 1)⇔ (Mul(S ′i ) > 1) or (2.2) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ l, (Mul(Si) > 1)⇔ (Mul(S ′l+1−i) > 1).
Note that configurations that are weak equivalent are necessarily null equivalent, but the converse is not necessarily
true. In order to be able to fully characterize weak equivalence, robots must be endowed with weak multiplicity detectors
(or stronger ones). Thus, the multiplicity detection capability allows robots to more accurately characterize the equivalence
between configurations.
Definition 3.3 (Strong Equivalence). Two configurations P and P ′ are said to be equivalent with respect to ♦M , denoted
P ∼♦M P
′, if: (1) P ∼
∅M
P ′, and either (2.1) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ l,Mul(Si) = Mul(S ′i ) or (2.2) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ l,Mul(Si) = Mul(S ′l+1−i).
Property 3.1. Let P and P ′ be two configurations of n mobile robots. It holds that:
(P ∼♦M P
′)⇒ (P ∼
?M
P ′)⇒ (P ∼
∅M
P ′).
Proof. The proof follows directly from Definitions 3.1–3.3. 
This property means that two configurations that are equivalent when robots are equipped with a multiplicity detector
are also equivalent when nomultiplicity detection orwhen aweaker kind of it is assumed, but the converse is not true. Thus,
endowing robots with multiplicity detectors allows them to distinguish between configurations that otherwise would be
indistinguishable.
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3.2. Invariants
The following theorem is fundamental to our proof. It states that if at least n−f robots are co-located in the same position,
then any convergence algorithm will instruct them to stay in this position. Formally, we have:
Theorem 3.2. Let SetP be a set of at least n− f robots that are co-located in the same position p at time t; then all destinations
of robots in SetP that are computed by any convergence algorithm at time t are equal to p regardless of the robots’ multiplicity
detection capabilities.
Proof. We consider any initial configuration C1 such that at least n− f robots (SetP) are located in the same position p.
The proof of our lemma proceeds by contradiction. We assume there exists a convergence algorithm A that instructs the
robots of SetP to move to some position q 6= pwhen they are activated by the scheduler. Assume without loss of generality
that q < p (q is at the left of p). This order is only given for ease of presentation and is unknown to robots that can not use
it in their algorithms.
We now inductively create an execution in which the correct robots that run algorithm A form a moving multiplicity
point. That is, they stay always together but they move indefinitely to the left by a distance equal to distance(p, q) at each
movement. Hence, convergence is prevented.
Let C2 be a configuration such that C1 ∼♦M C2 (take α = 1), but where all the correct robots are at p. This is possible since
in C1, |SetP| ≥ n − f . We again denote by SetP the set of robots located at p in C2. Note that SetP may contain also some
Byzantine robots. According to Property 3.1, since C1 ∼♦M C2, it holds also that C1 ∼?M C2 and C1 ∼∅M C2. So, C1 and C2 are
completely indistinguishable to individual robots regardless of their multiplicity detection capabilities. Thus, robots must
behave the same in both configurations as they run the same deterministic algorithm.
Hence, when the correct robots of SetP are activated in C2, their computed destination by A is equal to q. Assume that the
scheduler activates all the robots of SetP simultaneously and does not stop them before they reach their destination q. At
the same time, each Byzantine robot i is moved by the scheduler to the right by a distance equal to distance(p, q). Denote by
C3 the resulting configuration. Clearly, C3 ∼♦M C2. Therefore, by repeating the same actions indefinitely, the adversary is able
to make the correct robots move at each cycle by a distance equal to distance(p, q). Thus, convergence is prevented which
contradicts the assumption of A being a correct convergence algorithm. This proves our lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let P(t) be a configuration of robots endowed with ?M and let S(t) be its associated set of points. If (|S(t)| +
|{Si(t) |Mul(Si(t)) > 1}|) ≤ f + 2; then all robots that are located at multiplicity points do not move if activated at t.
Proof. Fix C to be a configuration of robots (equipped with ?M) such that its associated set of points S(t) satisfies the
condition
(|S(t)| + |{Si(t) |Mul(Si(t)) > 1}|) ≤ f + 2.
Let |{Si(t) | Mul(Si(t)) > 1}| = k and |S(t)| = l. Note that k ≤ l and by assumption l + k ≤ f + 2. If k = 0 the lemma
holds trivially and we are done. So we consider in the following that k ≥ 1. Denote by Si1(t), . . . , Sik(t) the positions in S(t)
whose multiplicity is greater than 1.
Now we construct a configuration Ci1 such that its associated set S ′(t) = {S ′1(t), . . . , S ′l (t)} is defined as follows:
S ′i1(t) = n − f , if (i 6= i1 and Si(t) > 1) then S ′i (t) = 2 and if (i 6= i1 and Si(t) = 1) then S ′i (t) = 1. Clearly, since
(|S(t)| + |{Si(t)/Mul(Si(t)) > 1}|) ≤ f + 2 and |S(t)| = |S ′(t)| = l, it holds that
l∑
i=1
Mul(S ′i ) = n. Hence, according to
Theorem 3.2, the robots located at S ′i1(t) in Ci1 do not move if activated at t . It is easy to show that C ∼?M Ci1, which implies
that the robots located at Si1(t) in C do not move either if activated at t .
We construct the configurations Ci2, . . . , Cik similarly to Ci1 and we can prove by using the same argument as above that
the robots located in Si2(t), . . . , Sik(t) do not move if activated at t . 
Corollary 3.4. Let P(t) be a configuration of robots endowed with ?M and let S(t) be its associated set of points. If (|S(t)| +
|{Si(t) | Mul(Si(t)) > 1}|) ≤ f + 2 and Byzantine robots never move at any time t ′ ≥ t; then all robots that are located at
multiplicity points do not move if activated at t ′.
Proof. It suffices to prove that for all t ′ ≥ t , (|S(t ′)| + |{Si(t ′) |Mul(Si(t ′)) > 1}|) ≤ f + 2 so that we can apply Lemma 3.3
for each t ′ ≥ t . The proof proceeds by induction on the time instant t ′ ≥ t .
The basis is t and the claim is true according to Lemma 3.3. For the inductive step, assume the claim holds for time t ′−1 > t ,
that is (|S(t ′)|+ |{Si(t ′) |Mul(Si(t ′)) > 1}|) ≤ f +2. Since both the Byzantine robots and those located at multiplicity points
do not move, only correct single robots can move in t ′ − 1. If a single robot moves, it can either (1) remain single, (2) join
an already existing multiplicity point or (3) form a new multiplicity point with one or more other single robots. In the first
case, the movement of the robot does not affect either of the two terms of the right side of the inequality which remains
true in this case. For the second case, the number of positions (represented by the term |S(t ′)|) decreases by one without
affecting the number of multiplicity points (as indicated by the term |{Si(t ′) |Mul(Si(t ′)) > 1}|). Thus, the inequality holds
also at t ′. For the last case, the movement of the robot increases the number of multiplicity points by 1 while decreasing the
number of positions by at least 1 and the inequality is true for t ′. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let P(t) be a configuration of robots endowed with∅M and let S(t) be its associated set of points. If |S(t)| ≤ f + 1;
then all correct robots do not move if activated at t.
Corollary 3.6. Let P(t) be a configuration of robots endowed with∅M and let S(t) be its associated set of points. If |S(t)| ≤ f +1
and no Byzantine robot moves at any time t ′ ≥ t; then all correct robots do not move if activated at t ′.
Proof. Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 can be proved by using the same arguments as the proofs of Lemma 3.3 and
Corollary 3.4. 
4. Impossibility results and upper bounds
4.1. Necessity of strong multiplicity detection
In [14], Prencipe studied the problem of gathering in both ATOM and CORDA models and showed that the problem is
impossible without endowing robots with weak multiplicity detectors (?M) that are able to detect if there is more than one
robot in a given location. Interestingly, when only convergence is requested, no multiplicity detection capability is needed
to solve the problem (e.g. the algorithm proposed in [6] where no such condition is assumed). In the followingwe prove that
even the weak multiplicity detection capability turns out to be insufficient to achieve convergence when robots are prone
to Byzantine failures. That is, a stronger form of multiplicity detection is necessary which allows robots to know the exact
number of robots that share the same location simultaneously. The result is proved for the weaker ATOM model, and thus
directly extends to the CORDA model. As already said in the model section, we do not make any assumption on the initial
configurations of robots which may contain many multiplicity points (i.e. points with multiple robots).
The following lemma shows that no convergence is possible in presence of Byzantine robots without multiplicity
detection.
Lemma 4.1. It is impossible to reach convergence in Byzantine-prone environments in ATOMwithout multiplicity detection, even
in the presence of a single Byzantine robot.
Proof. Take any configuration P(t) such that its associated set of points S(t) contains at most f + 1 positions, and not
all correct robots are located in the same multiplicity point. Following Corollary 3.6, if the adversary does not instruct
any Byzantine robot to move after t , then correct robots will never move and convergence is prevented. This proves our
lemma. 
The next lemma proves that even endowing robotswithweakmultiplicity detectors (?M) does not allow them to achieve
convergence.
Lemma 4.2. It is impossible to reach convergence in Byzantine-prone environments in ATOM with weak multiplicity detection,
even in the presence of a single Byzantine robot.
Proof. Fix a configuration P(t) such that its associated set of points S(t) satisfies the following two conditions: (|S(t)| +
|{Si(t)/Mul(Si(t)) > 1}|) ≤ f + 2, and there are at least two multiplicity positions in S(t) such that each of them contain
at least two correct robots. Hence, in accordance with Corollary 3.4, if no Byzantine robot is instructed to move after t , no
correct robot located at a multiplicity point will ever move which prevents convergence and proves our lemma. 
In Sections 6 and 7, we present two algorithms that rely on strong multiplicity detection and achieve convergence in
fully-synchronous ATOMmodel and CORDA model respectively.
4.2. Upper bounds on the number of faulty robots
In this subsection we study the upper bounds on the number of Byzantine robots for the convergence problem in both
fully and semi-synchronous ATOMmodels. These upper bounds extend to the stronger CORDA model.
The following lemma shows that any convergence algorithm needs at least 2f + 1 robots in order to tolerate f Byzantine
robots.
Theorem 4.3. It is impossible to achieve convergence if n ≤ 2f in the fully-synchronous ATOM uni-dimensional model, where n
denotes the number of robots and f denotes the number of Byzantine robots.
Proof. Consider a network of n robots such that up to f of them may be Byzantine with n ≤ 2f . Since the convergence of
a single correct robot is trivial, we consider only the case when there is at least two correct robots in the network, which
leads to n ≥ 4. Now fix a configuration in which correct robots are spread over two distinct positions A and B as follows:
d n−f2 e correct robots are located at A and the remaining b n−f2 c correct robots are at B. The Byzantine robots are also divided
between A and B such that A contains b f2c Byzantine robots and B contains d f2e Byzantine others. Note that neither A nor B
contains more than f robots and each of them contains at least 2 robots. That is, both A and B contain at least n− f robots.
Thus, by applying Lemma 3.2, no robot will ever move and convergence is prevented. This proves our lemma. 
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a b
Fig. 1. Impossibility of convergence in ATOM with n ≤ 3f , black robots are Byzantine. (a) Configuration C1 . (b) Configuration C2 .
The following lemma provides the upper bound for the semi-synchronous ATOM case.
Theorem 4.4. Byzantine-resilient convergence is impossible for n ≤ 3f in the semi-synchronous ATOM uni-dimensional model
and a 2-bounded scheduler.
Proof. Our proof is based on a particular initial setting in which we prove that no convergence algorithm is possible if
a third or more of the robots are Byzantine. So consider a network of n robots, f of which are Byzantine with n ≤ 3f .
We only consider networks with at least two correct robots since the convergence of a single correct robot is trivial. Thus
f + 2 < n ≤ 3f .
Now assume that the correct robots are spread over two distinct points A and B in a uni-dimensional space. Let C1 be an
initial configuration in which d n−f2 e correct robots are located at A and the remaining b n−f2 c correct robots are at B. Note that
bothA andB contain at least one correct robot each. All the Byzantine robots inC1 are located atA (refer to Fig. 1(a)).Therefore,
the total number of robots at A (whether correct or not) is d n−f2 e + f which is at least equal to n− f since n ≤ 3f .
Thus, according to Lemma 3.2, when the correct robots at A are activated they remain in their location (A) and do not
move. Next, the adversary moves the Byzantine robots to B which leads to the configuration C2 (see Fig. 1(b)). Again, the
total number of robots at B in C2 is at least equal to n− f . Therefore, the correct robots at B do notmove upon their activation.
So by repeatedly alternating between the two configurations C1 and C2, the adversary ensures that every robot is activated
infinitely often in the execution yet prevents convergence at the same time since robots at A and B remain always at their
initial positions and never converge. 
5. Necessary and sufficient conditions for deterministic convergence
In this section we address the necessary and sufficient conditions to achieve convergence of robots in systems prone to
Byzantine failures. We define shrinking algorithms (algorithms that eventually decrease the range among correct robots)
and prove that this condition is necessary for convergence even in fault-free environments. But this condition alone is not
sufficient for convergence. Thus, we define cautious algorithms (algorithms that ensure that the position of correct robots
always remains inside the range of the correct robots) and show that this condition, combined with the previous one, is
sufficient to reach convergence even in faulty systems.
5.1. Shrinking algorithms
By definition, convergence aims at asymptotically decreasing the range of possible positions for the correct robots. The
shrinking property captures this property. An algorithm is shrinking if there exists a constant factor α ∈ (0, 1) such that
starting in any configuration the range of correct robots eventually decreases by a multiplicative α factor. Note that to deal
with the asynchrony of themodel, the diameter calculation takes into account both the positions and destinations of correct
robots.
Definition 5.1 (Shrinking Algorithm). An algorithm is shrinking if and only if ∃α ∈ (0, 1) such that ∀t, ∃t ′ > t , such that
diam(U(t ′) ∪ D(t ′)) < α ∗ diam(U(t) ∪ D(t)), where U(t) and D(t) are respectively the the multisets of positions and
destinations of correct robots.
Note 5.1. Since the robots positions at a given time equal the destinations computed in the previous cycle in ATOMmodel (due to
atomicity of cycles), it suffices for an algorithm to be shrinking that at t ′ diam(U(t ′)) < α ∗ diam(U(t)).
Note 5.2. Note that the definition does not imply that the diameter always remains smaller thanα∗diam(U(t)∪D(t)) after t ′ (see
Fig. 2). Therefore, an oscillatory effect is possible: the algorithm alternates between periods where the diameter is increased and
decreased. However, each increasing period is followed by a decreasing one as depicted in Fig. 2. Therefore a shrinking algorithm
is not necessarily convergent.
Lemma 5.1. Any algorithm solving the convergence problem is necessarily shrinking.
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Fig. 2. Oscillatory effect of a shrinking algorithm.
Proof. Assume that a convergence algorithm is not shrinking. Then there exists some constant factor α ∈ (0, 1), and some
time instant t1 such that the diameter of correct robots after t1 never decreases by a factor of α i.e. diam(U(t) ∪ D(t)) is
greater than diam(U(t1) ∪ D(t1)) ∗ α for any t > t1. Now assume that the adversary always allows robots to reach their
computed destinationswithout stopping them before. Sincewe have diam(U(t)∪D(t)) > diam(U(t1)∪D(t1))∗α, it follows
that for any point p in the uni-dimensional space, there will be infinitely many times t > t1 such that some robot is located
at a distance greater than (diam(U(t)∪ D(t)) ∗ α)/2 from p at time t . This means that p cannot be the convergence point of
robots. Since p is arbitrary, we conclude that convergence is impossible to achieve, a contradiction. 
5.2. Cautious algorithms
A natural way to solve convergence is to never let the algorithm increase the diameter of correct robot positions. We say
in this case that the algorithm is cautious. A cautious algorithm is particularly appealing in the context of Byzantine failures
since it always instructs a correct robot to move inside the range of the positions held by the correct robots regardless of
the locations of Byzantine ones. The notion of cautiousness was introduced [9] in the context of classical Byzantine-tolerant
distributed systems. In the following, we customize this notion to robot networks.
Definition 5.2 (Cautious Algorithm). Let Di(t) be the last destination calculated by the robot i before time t and let U i(t) the
positions of the correct robots as seen by robot i before time t .1 An algorithm is cautious if it meets the following conditions:
• cautiousness: ∀t, Di(t) ∈ range(U i(t)) for each robot i.• non-triviality: ∀t , if diameter(U(t)) 6= 0 then ∃t ′ > t and a robot i such that Di(t ′) 6= Ui(t ′) (at least one correct
robot computes a new destination different from its current position whenever convergence is not achieved, and hence
eventually changes its position by the fairness assumption).
Note that the non-triviality condition ensures progress. That is, it prevents trivial solutions where each robot stays at its
current position forever.
The following two lemmas state some properties of cautious algorithms.
Lemma 5.2. In the ATOM model, if an algorithm is cautious then
∀t ′ > t diam(U(t ′)) ≤ diam(U(t)).
Proof. Assume that it is not the case i.e. that diam(U(t ′)) > diam(U(t)) for some t ′ > t . Then there exists two successive
time instants, referred in the following cycles, t2 > t1 such that t ≤ t1 < t ′, t < t2 ≤ t ′ and the diameter of correct robots
at t2 is strictly greater than the diameter at t1 i.e. diam(U(t2)) > diam(U(t1)). Thus, there exists at least one correct robot,
say r1, that was inside range(U(t1)) at t1, and moved outside it at t2. We prove that this is impossible.
Since cycles are atomic, no robot can move between t1 and the Look phase of t2, and the resulting snapshot of correct
robots at this phase is equal to U(t1). Thus, the destination point calculated by r1 at t2 is necessarily inside range(U(t1))
since the algorithm is cautious. This contradicts the assumption that r1 moves outside range(U(t1)) at t2, and the lemma
follows. 
1 If the last calculation was executed at time t ′ ≤ t then Di(t) = Di(t ′).
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Note 5.3. The preceding lemma does not hold for the CORDAmodel. Due to asynchrony, the following type of scenario may occur.
Assume three correct robots r1, r2 and r3. Assume without loss of generality that r1 and r2 are collocated at the same position
initially. r1 calculates some point, say pg , between it and r3 as its destination point and starts moving towards it. Assume that r1
is slow and before it reaches pg , r3 has been activated several times until it becomes closer to r2 than pg . At this moment, say t1,
the diameter is less than dist(r2, pg).Then when r1 completes its Move phase and reaches its destination pg , the diameter is equal
to dist(r2, r1) = dist(r2, pg) that is greater than the diameter at t1.
So in the following lemma, we consider the range of correct robots and their destinations andwe prove that this range never
decreases in the CORDA model if the algorithm is cautious.
Lemma 5.3. In the CORDA model, if an algorithm is cautious then ∀t ′ > t, diam(U(t ′) ∪ D(t ′)) ≤ diam(U(t) ∪ D(t)).
Proof. We assume that ∃t ′ > t such that diam(U(t ′) ∪ D(t ′)) > diam(U(t) ∪ D(t)), and prove that this leads to a
contradiction. This assumption implies that there exists at least one correct robot, say rk, whose position and destination
were both inside range(U(t) ∪ D(t)) at t , and whose position or destination is outside the range at t ′. Formally, there exists
some t ′ > t such that Uk(t ′) /∈ range(U(t) ∪ D(t)) or Dk(t ′) /∈ range(U(t) ∪ D(t)).
Assume without loss of generality that rk is the only robot in this case between t and t ′, and distinguish the following
two cases:
1. The destination point of rk is outside range(U(t) ∪ D(t)) at t ′, that is Dk(t ′) /∈ range(U(t) ∪ D(t)). But since no other
robot was outside the range after t, and since Dk(t ′) was calculated after t , Dk(t ′) is necessarily inside the range (by the
definition of cautious algorithms), which leads to a contradiction.
2. The position of rk is outside range(U(t)∪D(t)) at t ′, that is Uk(t ′) /∈ range(U(t)∪D(t)). But since the precedent position
of rk and its destination point were both inside range(U(t)∪D(t)), rk can only move between these two points and stays
necessarily inside range(U(t) ∪ D(t)), a contradiction.
The two cases lead to a contradiction which proves our lemma. 
Theorem 5.4. Any algorithm that is both cautious and shrinking solves the convergence problem in faulty robot networks.
Proof. We construct our proof for the most general model (the CORDA model). Since the algorithm is shrinking then:
∃α ∈ (0, 1) such that ∀t , there exists some time t ′ > t , such that diam(U(t ′)∪ D(t ′)) < diam(U(t)∪ D(t)) ∗ α. And since it
is cautious, we have by Lemma 5.3 that ∀t ′ > t diam(U(t ′)∪D(t ′)) ≤ diam(U(t)∪D(t)). So ∃α ∈ (0, 1) such that ∀t , there
exists some time t ′ > t , such that ∀t ′′ > t ′, diam(U(t ′′) ∪ D(t ′′)) < diam(U(t) ∪ D(t)) ∗ α.
So given any initial configuration, by repeatedly decreasing the diameter of correct robots by a factor of α, we can make
them as close as we like. Formally speaking, if we refer to diam(U(t0)∪D(t0)) by σ0 (the initial range), then for every  > 0,
there exists k > 0 such that σ0/αk < . So for every  > 0, there exists a time t such that ∀t ≥ t diam(U(t) ∪ D(t)) < .
Define c(t) to be the point that is in the middle of range(U(t) ∪ D(t)) at time t , and let c be the limit of c(t) as t gets to
infinity. Clearly, by cautiousness we have that ∀t, c ∈ range(U(t) ∪ D(t)). Hence, ∀ > 0, there is a time t such that
∀t ≥ t , ∀i ≤ m, distance(Ui(t), c) < . So the algorithm is convergent. 
6. Deterministic convergence in fully-synchronous ATOMmodel
In this section we propose a deterministic convergence algorithm and prove its correctness and optimality in the fully-
synchronous ATOM model when the robots are endowed with strong multiplicity detectors ♦M . Our algorithm matches
the upper bound on the number of faulty robots proved in Section 4 (Theorem 4.3) and requires only n > 2f to be correct.
Algorithm 1, similarly to the approximate agreement algorithm in [9], uses two functions, trimf (P(t)) and center(P(t)). The
former removes the f largest and f smallest values from the multiset given in parameter. The latter returns the point that
is in the middle of the input range. Using Algorithm 1, each robot computes the middle point of the positions of the robots
seen in its last Look phase ignoring the f largest and f smallest positions.
Algorithm 1 Byzantine Tolerant Convergence
Functions:
trimf : removes the f largest and f smallest values from the multiset given in parameter.
center: returns the point in the middle of the range of points given in parameter.
Actions:
move towards center(trimf (P(t)))
In the following we prove the correctness of Algorithm 1 in fully-synchronous ATOM model. In order to show that
Algorithm 1 is convergent we prove first that it is cautious. Then, we prove that it satisfies the specification of a shrinking
algorithm.
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6.1. Algorithm 1 is cautious
First we propose a set of lemmas that will be further used in the construction of the cautiousness proof of our algorithm.
In the following we recall a result related to the functions trim and range proved in [9].
Lemma 6.1 ([9]). For n > 2f , range(trimf (P(t))) ⊆ range(U(t)).
A direct consequence of the above property is that Algorithm 1 is cautious for n > 2f .
Lemma 6.2. Algorithm 1 is cautious for n > 2f .
Proof. The cautiousness property follows from Lemma 6.1: range(trimf (P(t))) ⊆ range(U(t)) implies that
center(trimf (P(t))) ∈ range(U(t)). In the next subsection we prove that Algorithm 1 is shrinking which guarantees the
non-triviality property. 
6.2. Algorithm 1 is shrinking
The following lemma addresses the shrinking property of Algorithm 1 in the fully-synchronous ATOMmodel.
Lemma 6.3. Algorithm 1 is shrinking for n > 2f in fully-synchronous ATOM model.
Proof. Let a configuration of robots at time t , and let dt be the diameter of correct robots at t . Each cycle, all robots move
towards the same destination. They move by at least a distance of δ unless they reach their destination.
If all robots are at a distance smaller than δ from the common destination point, gathering is achieved and the diameter
is null. Otherwise, the robots that are further than δ from the destination point approach it by at least δ so the diameter
decreases by at least δ. Overall, the diameter of robots decreases by at least factor of α = 1− (δ/dt) at each cycle and thus
the algorithm is shrinking. 
The correctness of Algorithm 1 follows directly from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 and Theorem 5.4:
Theorem 6.4. Algorithm 1 is convergent for n > 2f in fully-synchronous ATOM model.
7. Deterministic convergence in CORDA model
In this section we propose a deterministic convergence algorithm and prove its correctness in the CORDAmodel under a
k-bounded scheduler and when the robots are endowed with strong multiplicity detectors♦M . This algorithmmatches the
upper bound on the number of faulty robots proved in Section 4 for semi-synchronous ATOMmodel and works correctly for
n > 3f . The idea of Algorithm 2 is as follows: each robot computes the center of the positions of the robots seen in its last
Look phase ignoring the f largest positions if they are larger than his own position and the f smallest positions if they are
smaller than his own position.
Algorithm 2 uses two functions, trimif () and center(). The choice of the function trim
i
f () makes the difference between
this algorithm and Algorithm 1. Indeed, in Algorithm 1 the trimming function removes the f largest and the f smallest values
from the multiset given in parameter. That is, the returned multiset does not depend on the position of the calling robot. In
Algorithm 2, trimif () removes among the f largest positions only those that are greater than the position of the calling robot
i. Similarly, it removes among the f smallest positions only those that are smaller than the position of the calling robot.
Formally, letminindexi be the index of theminimumposition between Pi(t) and Pf+1(t) (if Pi(t) < Pf+1(t) thenminindexi
is equal to i, otherwise it is equal to f + 1). Similarly, letmaxindexi be the index of the maximum position between Pi(t) and
Pn−f (t) (if Pi(t) > Pn−f (t) then maxindexi is equal to i, otherwise it is equal to n − f ). trimif (P(t)) is the multiset consisting
of positions {Pminindexi(t), Pminindexi+1(t), . . . , Pmaxindexi(t)}. As in Algorithm 1, center() returns the center point of the input
range. The two functions are illustrated in Fig. 3) .
Algorithm 2 Byzantine Tolerant Convergence
Functions:
- trimif (P(t)): removes up to f largest positions that are larger than Pi(t) and up to f smallest positions that are smaller
than Pi(t) from the multiset P(t) given in parameter.
- center: returns the center point of the input range.
Actions:
move towards center(trimif (P(t)))
In the following we prove the correctness of Algorithm 2 in the CORDA model under a k-bounded scheduler. In order
to show that Algorithm 2 converges, we prove first that it is cautious then we prove that it satisfies the specification of a
shrinking algorithm. Convergence then follows from Theorem 5.4.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of functions trimif and center for robots A and B in a system of n = 11 robots (f = 3).
7.1. Algorithm 2 is cautious
In this section we prove that Algorithm 2 is a cautious algorithm for n > 3f . The following lemma states that the range
of the trimmed multiset trimif (P(t)) is contained in the range of correct positions.
Lemma 7.1. Let i be a correct robot executing Algorithm 2, it holds for n > 3f that
range(trimif (P(t))) ⊆ range(U(t)).
Proof. We prove that for any correct robot, i, the following conditions hold:
1. ∀t min(trimif (P(t))) ∈ range(U(t)).
2. ∀t max(trimif (P(t))) ∈ range(U(t)).
1. By definition, min(trimif (P(t))) = min{Pi(t), Pf+1(t)}. Hence proving Property (1) reduces to proving Pi(t) ∈ range(U(t))
and Pf+1(t) ∈ range(U(t)). Similarly, proving property (2) reduces to proving Pi(t) ∈ range(U(t)) and Pn−f (t) ∈
range(U(t))
• Pi(t) ∈ range(U(t)) directly follows from the assumption that robot i is correct.
• Pf+1(t) ∈ range(U(t)). Suppose the contrary: there exists some time instant t such that Pf+1(t) /∈ range(U(t)) and
prove that this leads to a contradiction. If Pf+1(t) /∈ range(U(t)) then either Pf+1(t) < U1(t) or Pf+1(t) > Um(t).
– If Pf+1(t) < U1(t) then there are at least f + 1 positions P1(t), P2(t), . . . , Pf (t), Pf+1(t) that are smaller than
U1(t) which is the first correct position in the network at time t . This means that there would be at least f + 1
Byzantine robots in the system. But this contradicts the assumptions that at most f Byzantine robots are present
in the system.
– If Pf+1(t) > Um(t) then since n > 3f there are more than f positions Pf (t), Pf+1(t), . . . , Pn(t) that are greater than
Um(t), which is the last correct position in the system at time t . This also leads to a contradiction.
2. The property is symmetric to the precedent one and can by proved by using the same argument. 
A direct consequence of the above property is that correct robots always compute a destination within the range of
positions held by correct robots, whatever the behavior of Byzantine ones. Thus, the diameter of positions held by correct
robots never increases. Consequently, the algorithm is cautious. The formal proof is proposed in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2. Algorithm 2 is cautious for n > 3f .
Proof. According to Lemma 7.1, range(trimif (P(t))) ⊆ range(U(t)) for each correct robot i, thus center(trimif (P(t))) ∈
range(U(t)). It follows that all destinations computed by correct robots are located inside range(U(t)) which proves the
lemma. 
7.2. Algorithm 2 is shrinking
In this section we prove that Algorithm 2 is a shrinking algorithm. The following lemma states that a robot can not
compute a destination that is far from its current position by more than half the diameter of correct positions. More
specifically, a robot located on one end of the network can not move to the other end in a single movement.
Interestingly, the property of Lemma 7.3 is guaranteed even though robots are not able to figure out the range of correct
positions nor to compute the corresponding diameter. The bound on the movements of robots is achieved by taking into
account the position of the calling robot when computing the trimming function. It is important to note that if all robots
compute their destinations using the same trimming function irrespective of the position of the calling robot, convergence
requires the presence of more than 4f robots to tolerate the presence of up to f Byzantine robots [3].
Lemma 7.3. For all time t, for all correct robot i, if i computes its destination point at time t, then at the same moment t,
distance(U ii (t),Di(t)) ≤ diameter(U i(t))/2.
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Proof. Suppose the contrary: distance(U ii (t),Di(t)) > diameter(U
i(t))/2 for some robot i at time t . Assume without loss of
generality that U ii (t) < Di(t) (the other case is symmetric). So U
i
i (t) < Di(t)+ diameter(U i(t))/2 and we prove that this is
impossible.
Recall that Di(t) is the center of trimif (P(t))which implies that if there exists some point p ∈ trimif (P(t))with p < Di(t)
such that distance(p,Di(t)) > diameter(U(t))/2, then there must exist another point q ∈ trimif (P(t)) with q > Di(t) such
that distance(Di(t), q) > diameter(U(t))/2. This implies that distance(p, q) > range(U i(t)). Since both p and q belong to
trimif (P(t)) then diameter(trim
i
f (P(t)) ≥ distance(p, q) > diameter(U i(t)). This contradicts Lemma 7.1 which states that
range(trimif (P(t)) ⊆ range(U(t)). 
The following lemmas describe some important properties on the destination points computed by correct robots which
will be used in proving the shrinking of Algorithm2. These properties are verifiedwhatever the positions of Byzantine robots
are, and thus they capture the limits of the influence of Byzantine robots on the actions undertaken by correct robots.
The next lemma shows that the correct positions {Uf+1(t), . . . ,Um−f (t)} are always included in the trimmed range (the
output range of the function trimif ) regardless of the positions of Byzantine robots.
Lemma 7.4. It holds that range(trimf (U(t))) ⊆ range(trimf (P(t))).
Proof. We prove that:
1. ∀t Uf+1(t) ∈ range(trimf (P(t))).
2. ∀t Um−f (t) ∈ range(trimf (P(t))).
1. Suppose that Uf+1(t) /∈ range(trimf (P(t))). Then either
Uf+1(t) < min(trimf (P(t)))
or
Uf+1(t) > max(trimf (P(t))).
• If Uf+1(t) < min(trimf (P(t))) then there are at least f + 1 positions {U1(t), . . . ,Uf+1(t)} which are smaller than
min(trimf (P(t))). This contradicts the definition of trimf (P(t)) (at most f among the smallest elements of P(t) are
removed).
• If Uf+1(t) > max(trimf (P(t))) and since |U(t)| > 2f (because n > 3f ), then there are also at least f + 1 positions in
U(t) greater than max(trimf (P(t))), which also leads to a contradiction.
2. The property is symmetric to the precedent one. 
Let D(t) be the set of destinations computed with Algorithm 2 in systems with n > 3f , and let UD(t) be the union of
U(t) and D(t). If a robot i executed its last Look phase at time t ′ ≤ t , then UDi(t) = UD(t ′). The following lemma proves
that the destination computed by each correct robot i is always within the range [(min(UDi(t)) + U im−f (t))/2, (U if+1(t) +
max(UDi(t)))/2] independently of the positions of Byzantine robots.
Lemma 7.5. The following properties hold:
∀i, each destination point calculated by a correct robot i at time t is (1) smaller than (U if+1(t)+max(UDi(t)))/2 and (2) greater
than (min(UDi(t))+ U im−f (t))/2.
Proof. Let d1 be the distance between U if+1(t) and max(UDi(t)).
1. We suppose the contrary: there exists some calculated destination point Di by some correct robot i at time t such that
Di > (U if+1(t)+max(UDi(t)))/2
and we prove that this leads to a contradiction.
Di > (U if+1(t)+max(UDi(t)))/2
implies that U if+1(t) < Di − d1/2. And by Lemma 7.4, U if+1(t) is inside
range(trimif (P
i(t)))
which means that there is a position inside range(trimif (P
i(t)))which is smaller than Di − d1/2. Hence there must exists
a position inside
range(trimif (P
i(t)))
say p, such that p > Di + d1/2 because Di is the center of trimif (P i(t)). U if+1(t) < Di − d1/2 and p > Di + d1/2
implies that distance(Uf+1(t), p) > distance(Uf+1(t),max(UDi(t)) which in turn implies that p > max(UDi(t)). But
p ∈ range(trimif (P i(t))), it follows that
max(trimif (P
i(t))) > max(UDi(t))
which contradicts Lemma 7.1 and thereby proves our lemma.
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2. Symmetric to the precedent property. 
Lemma 7.6. Let S(t) be amultiset of f+1 arbitrary elements of U(t). The following properties hold: (1)∀t, Uf+1(t) ≤ max(S(t))
and (2) ∀t, Um−f (t) ≥ min(S(t)).
Proof. 1. Assume the contrary:Uf+1(t) > max(S(t)). Thismeans thatUf+1(t) is strictly greater than at least f +1 elements
of U(t), which leads to a contradiction (Uf+1(t) is by definition the (f + 1)-th correct position in U(t)).
2. The property is symmetric to the precedent. 
The next lemma generalizes and extends the properties of Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 (proven for a fixed time instant) to a time
interval. It describes bounds on the destination points computed by correct robots during a time interval [t1, t2]. It states
that if there is a subset of f + 1 robots whose positions are less than Smax during [t1, t2], then all destinations computed
during [t1, t2] by all correct robots in the network are necessarily smaller than (Smax +Max(UD(t1)))/2.
Lemma 7.7. Let a time t2 > t1 and let S(t) be amultiset of f+1 arbitrary elements in U(t). If∀p ∈ S(t) and∀t ∈ [t1, t2] p ≤ Smax
then all calculated destination points at time interval [t1, t2] are smaller than (Smax +Max(UD(t1)))/2.
Proof. By definition of Smax we have that ∀t ∈ [t1, t2],max(S(t)) ≤ Smax. According to Lemma 7.6, ∀t ∈ [t1, t2] Uf+1(t) ≤
max(S(t)). So ∀t ∈ [t1, t2], Uf+1(t)≤ Smax.
By Lemma 7.5, each calculated destination point by each correct robot i at time interval [t1, t2] is smaller than (U if+1(t)+
max(UD(t)))/2, so because Uf+1(t) ≤ Smax these destinations points are also smaller than (Smax + max(UD(t)))/2 . Since
the algorithm is cautious, ∀i,∀t ∈ [t1, t2] max(UD(t)) ≤ max(UD(t1)) and the lemma follows. 
The next Lemma states that if some calculated destination point is in the neighborhood of one end of the network, then
a majority ofm− f correct robots are necessarily located in the neighborhood of this end.
Lemma 7.8. If some correct robot i executes its Look phase at time t and then compute (in the Compute phase which immediately
follows) a destination Di such that Di < min(UD(t))+ b (with b any distance smaller than diameter(UD(t))/2), then at t, there
are at least m− f correct robots whose positions are (strictly) smaller thanmin(UD(t))+ 2b.
Proof. We prove first that at t , max(trimif (P(t))) ≤ min(UD(t)) + 2b. According to Lemma 7.1, min(trimif (P(t))) ≥ min
(UD(t)). And we have by hypothesis that Di < min(UD(t)) + b. This gives us Di < min(trimif (P(t))) + b. But Di is the
center of trimif (P(t))whichmeans that distance(Di,min(trim
i
f (P(t))))must be equal to distance(Di,max(trim
i
f (P(t)))). Thus,
max(trimif (P(t)))) < Di + b. And since by hypothesis Di < min(UD(t))+ b, we have
max(trimif (P(t)))) < min(UD(t))+ 2b
which means that at t there are at most f correct positions greater than min(UD(t)) + 2b, and by definition no correct
position is smaller than min(UD(t)). It follows that at t , the range [min(UD(t)), min(UD(t)) + 2b) contains at least m − f
correct positions. 
We are now ready to give the proof of shrinking of our algorithm in the CORDA model. The general idea of the proof is
to show that the destination points computed by correct robots are located either around the middle of the range of correct
positions or/and in the neighborhood of only one end of this range.
If all computed destinations are located around the middle of the range of correct robots then the diameter of this range
decreases and the algorithm is shrinking. Otherwise, if some computed destinations are located in the neighborhood of one
end of the range, it is shown that there is a time at which no correct robot will be in the neighborhood of the other end of
the range, which leads again to a decrease in the range of correct positions and shows that the algorithm is shrinking.
Lemma 7.9. Algorithm 2 is shrinking in the CORDA model with n > 3f under a k-bounded scheduler for any k > 0.
Proof. Let U(t0) = {U1(t0), . . . ,Um(t0)} be the configuration of correct robots at initial time t0 and D(t0) = {D1(t0), . . . ,
Dm(t0)} the multiset of their calculated destination points at the same time t0 and UD(t0) is the union of U(t0) and D(t0). Let
t1 be the first time at which all correct robots have been activated and executed their Look and Compute phase at least once
since t0 (U(t1) and D(t1) are the corresponding multisets of positions and destinations). Assume that robots are ordered
from left to right and define d0 and d1 as their diameters at t0 and t1 respectively. Since the model is non-atomic, the
diameter calculation takes into account both the positions and the destinations of robots. So d0 = diameter(UD(t0)) and
d1 = diameter(UD(t1)). Let b be any distance that is smaller than d0/4, for example take b = d0/10.
We consider the actions of correct robots after t1 and we separate the analysis into two cases:
• Case A: All calculated destinations by all correct robots after t1 are inside [min(UD(t0))+ b,max(UD(t0))− b]. So when
all correct robots are activated at least once, their diameter decreases by at least min{2δ, 2b = d0/5}. Thus by setting
α1 = max{1− 2δ/d0, 4/5}, the algorithm is shrinking.
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Table 1
Byzantine-resilient bounds for deterministic convergence.
Reference Computation model Scheduler Bounds
[1] ATOM Fully synchronous n > 3f
[3] ATOM k-bounded n = 3f + 1
CORDA k-bounded n > 4f
This paper ATOM Fully synchronous n = 2f + 1
CORDA k-bounded n = 3f + 1
Open question ATOM Fully asynchronous ?
CORDA Fully asynchronous ?
• Case B: Let t2 > t1 be the first time when a robot, say i, execute a Look phase such that the Compute phase that
follows compute a destination point, say Di, that is outside [min(UD(t0))+ b,max(UD(t0))− b]. This implies that either
(Di < min(UD(t0)) + b) or (Di > max(UD(t0)) − b). Since the two cases are symmetric, we consider only the former
which implies according to Lemma 7.8 that the range [min(UD(t0)),min(UD(t0))+2b]must contain at leastm−f correct
positions.
If some robots among thesem− f robots are executing a Move phase, their destination points have necessarily been
calculated after t0 (since at t1 each robot has been activated at least once). And we have by Lemma 7.3 that the distance
between each robot and its destination can not exceed half the diameter, so we conclude that at t2 the destination points
of thesem− f robots are all inside [min(UD(t0)),min(UD(t0))+ b+ d0/2].
Let S(t2) be a submultiset of UD(t2) containing the positions and destinations of f + 1 arbitrary robots among these
m− f whose positions and destinations are inside
[min(UD(t0)),min(UD(t0))+ b+ d0/2].
So max(S(t2)) ≤ min(UD(t0))+ b+ d0/2. And since we chose b < d0/4, we have max(S(t2)) < max(UD(t0))− 3d0/4.
Let t3 ≥ t2 be the first time each correct robot in the system has been activated at least once since t2. We prove in the
following that at t3, max(S(t3)) < max(UD(t0))− 3d0/2k(f+1)+2.
To this end we show that the activation of a single robot of S(t) can not reduce the distance between the upper
bound of max(S) and max(UD(t0)) by more than half its precedent value, and since the scheduler is k-bounded, we can
guarantee that this distance at t3 is at least equal to 3d0/2k(f+1)+2.
According to Lemma 7.5, if some robot i calculates its destination Di at time t ∈ [t2, t3], Di ≤ (Uf+1(t) +
max(UD(t)))/2. But Uf+1(t) ≤ max(S(t)) by Lemma 7.6 and max(UD(t)) ≤ max(UD(t0)) due to cautiousness. This
gives us Di ≤ (max(S(t) + max(UD(t0)))/2. Therefore, an activation of a single robot in S(t) to execute its Compute
phase can reduce the distance betweenMax(UD(t0)) and max(S(t)) by at most half its previous value.
So at t3, after amaximumof k activations of each robot in S(t), wehavemax(S(t3)) ≤ Max(UD(t0))−3d0/2k(f+1)+2, and
by Lemma 7.7, all calculated destinations by all correct robots between t2 and t3 are less than or equal toMax(UD(t0))−
3d0/2k(f+1)+3.
Since robots are guaranteed to move toward their destinations by at least a distance δ before they can be stopped
by the scheduler, after t3, no robot will be located beyond Max(UD(t0)) − min{δ, 3d0/2k(f+1)+3}. Hence by setting
α = max{α1, 1− δ/d0, 1− 3/2k(f+1)+3} the lemma follows. 
The convergence proof of Algorithm 2 directly follows from Lemmas 7.9 and 7.2 and Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 7.10. Algorithm 2 solves the Byzantine convergence problem in the CORDA model for n > 3f under a k-bounded
scheduler for any k > 0.
8. Concluding remarks
We studied the problem of convergence of mobile oblivious robots in a uni-dimensional space when some of the robots
can exhibit arbitrarymalicious behavior.We showed that there is a trade-off between system atomicity and synchrony (how
tightly synchronized the robots are) and malicious tolerance, as more asynchrony leads to less Byzantine tolerance.
An important related open question would be to characterize the relationship between the ATOMmodel and the CORDA
model when restricted to a k-bounded scheduler. From our results (see Table 1), and as far as uni-dimensional convergence
is concerned, the power of the two models appears to be equivalent. Generalizing this result looks promising.
A second immediate open problem is to investigate the feasibility of Byzantine robot convergence in a fully asynchronous
setting, i.e. when there exists no bound on the relative speeds of robots. This setting corresponds to the ‘‘Open Question’’
line in Table 1.
A longer-term open problem relates to extend our results to multi-dimensional spaces. Preliminary results hint that
the optimal bounds proposed for the uni-dimensional case do not hold in a multi-dimensional system unless additional
assumptions are made (e.g. agreement on some common invariants such as one axis,orientation, origin point).
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